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• More information about industrial fisheries, but not 
small-scale; thus ‘priority imbalance’

• Scientific research has been oriented mostly towards 
understanding the biological and physical aspects, 
but not social; thus ‘research imbalance’

• Decisions are made based mostly on these scientific 
inputs and economic considerations; thus ‘policy 
imbalance’

Knowledge about fisheries is imbalanced



Too Big To Ignore: a global research network and knowledge mobilization partnership, 
with > 400 researchers and 20 organizations from ~ 45 countries, working together to 
elevate the profile of small-scale fisheries, argue against their marginalization, reduce 
their vulnerability, and address key concerns affecting their sustainability.





TBTI big five research questions
• Strengthening the Base: What options exist for improving 

economic viability of small-scale fisheries and increasing their 
resilience to large-scale processes of change?

• Broadening the Scope: What aspects of small-scale fisheries need 
to be accounted for and emphasized in order to increase 
awareness of their actual and potential social contributions and 
their overall societal importance?

• Enhancing the Stewardship: What alternatives are available for 
minimizing environmental impacts and fostering stewardship 
within small-scale fisheries?

• Defending the Beach: What mechanisms are required to secure 
livelihoods, physical space and rights for small-scale fishing 
people?

• Governing the Governance: What institutions and principles are 
suitable for the governance of small-scale fisheries?
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Research highlights and key contributions 

• Innovative information system
• Multiple cases, comparative research
• Transdisciplinary capacity building



Key contribution # 1
Local information, global knowledge



What do we want/need to know 
about small-scale fisheries?

SSF organizations and 
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Studies, research, 
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SSF governance
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Information System on Small-Scale Fisheries (ISSF)
Open, web-based, interactive, crowd-sourced data platform

issf.toobigtoignore.net



Table view



Ecological
Economic

GovernanceSocio-cultural

#3 Ecosystem (97%)

#5 Gears (95%)

#6a Vessel types (89%)

#9 Species (88%)

#1 SSF type (97%)

#2 Geography (100%)

#20 Issues (94%)

#8 Households (37%)

#10a Income from SSF (27%)

#10b Post-harvest activities (75%)

#11 GDP (20%)

#12 Non-fishing activities (82%)

#13 Market channels (78%)

#16 Governance modes (88%)

#17 Fishers rights (75%)

#18 Management tools (90%)

#19 Organizations (62%)

#4a Terms to define SSF (96%)

#7a Number of fishers (71%)

#7c Women in SSF (29%)

#14 History (84%)

#15 Fishers status (66%)

(% are data completion based on 150 cases)

20 Questions in SSF profile
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Key contribution # 2
Local studies, global comparison



Building on existing knowledge 
Empirical evidence, novel theory, 

“thick” description, and system analysis

(2005)

(2013)

(2011)
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Drawing on more than 30 case studies from around the world, this book off ers a mul-
titude of examples for improving the governance of small-scale fi sheries. Contributors 
from some 36 countries argue that reform, transformation and innovation are vital to 
achieving sustainable small-scale fi sheries - especially for mitigating the threats and 
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TBTI research
on SSF governance 
– a large scale and 
unique study!

An edited volume of 34 
case studies about SSF 
in 34 countries around 
the world, by 68 
authors, using a 
common theoretical 
framework, Interactive 
Governance. 



The Small-Scale 
Fisheries Guidelines: 
Global Implementation

Another large-scale, 
and timely study on 
SSF governance!

An edited volume of 32 
case studies about what 
it will take to implement 
the SSF Guidelines and 
what can be learned 
from those that have 
already started the 
process. 
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Key contribution # 3
Local capacity, global impact





Reflections





Have we answered the big five questions?
• Strengthening the Base: What options exist for improving 

economic viability of small-scale fisheries and increasing their 
resilience to large-scale processes of change?

• Broadening the Scope: What aspects of small-scale fisheries need 
to be accounted for and emphasized in order to increase 
awareness of their actual and potential social contributions and 
their overall societal importance?

• Enhancing the Stewardship: What alternatives are available for 
minimizing environmental impacts and fostering stewardship 
within small-scale fisheries?

• Defending the Beach: What mechanisms are required to secure 
livelihoods, physical space and rights for small-scale fishing 
people?

• Governing the Governance: What institutions and principles are 
suitable for the governance of small-scale fisheries?



Strengthening the Base – SSF are not as viable 
because of skewed subsidies

Subsidies to SSF compared to 
LSF in Europe by categories

How subsidies affect the 
economic viability of small-scale 
fisheries
Anna Schuhbauer, Ratana Chuenpagdee, 
William Cheung , Krista Greer, U. Rashid 
Sumaila, Marine Policy (2017)



Community 
cohesion

Sense of 
place

Gender 
equity

The ‘values’ of Nomadic fisheries in the Meghna
River Estuary, Bangladesh

Ø Hilsa fishery is much more than food and 
income! 

Islam (2017) in Leis and Chuenpagdee, “The Meaning of 
Small” TBTI E-Publication

Broadening the Scope – SSF are highly diverse

Sense of 
freedom

Enjoyment 
& pleasure



Enhancing the Stewardship – SSF are low impact



Defending the Beach – Securing rights is an uphill battle



Governing the Governance – Reform and 
transformation are happening

1st Order

2nd Order

Meta Order

Hierarchical Co-governance Self governance

Type 1

Type 7

Type 4

Type 8

Type 2 Type 3

Type 6

Type 5

Type 1 - Enhancing Participation; Type 2 - Rearranging Institutions; Type 3 - Step-wise Navigation; Type 4 -
Diagonal Navigation; Type 5 - Legitimizing Institutions; Type 6 - Articulating Values; Type 7 - Realigning 
Governance; Type 8 - Rethinking Governance (Chuenpagdee and Jentoft 2018)



Have we made any impacts 
or influenced policy and 
governance?

MARE Conference Amsterdam, July 2017

Senate launch, Mexico City, August 2017

FAO HQ, Rome, June 2017



Have we made impact 
locally, at community and 

grassroot levels? 



What’s next?



Voluntary Guidelines for Securing 
Sustainable Small-Scale Fisheries

in the Context of Food Security  
and Poverty Eradication
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Thank you!

issf.toobigtoignore.net
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